As the "minimal" vowel of Israeli Hebrew, e is the vowel most likely to break unpronounceable consonant clusters, and to be affected by casual vowel deletion. Both e-insertion and casual deletion are automatic, which suggests that e may be characterized as phonetically unmarked. In contrast, a is the most prominent vowel in Israeli Hebrew. It has the highest sonority, is the least marked phoneme in the five-vowel system, and is the most frequent vowel in the language by far. Consequently, a functions as the default choice in acronym formation, which is a conscious, non-automatic process. It is thus the natural, most expected vowel of Israeli Hebrew from a phonological point of view that is not automatic-phonetic, but rather "psychologically-based." Its status and frequency have at least one important application to the teaching of reading to beginners and to vowel marking in glossaries and dictionaries.
The vowel system of Israeli Hebrew is simpler than those in earlier phases of the language. It contains only five phonemes: i, e, a, 0, u.t This article argues that in detennining which of them is "unmarked," that is, the most natural, or most expected, it is useful to posit a dichotomy between the automatic-phonetic and conscious-psychological domains.
I. PHONETIC VS. PSYCHOLOGICALLY-BASED MARKEDNESS
Factors underlying phonological and morphological change are complex, but for simplicity of presentation, one could characterize the major ones by means of a precarious, though viable balance between ease of articulation, the pull towards paradigm uniformity, and the word (or fonnative) frequency effect on the one hand, and the need to maintain auditory and semantic distinctiveness on the other. Processes motivated by ease-of articulation, and to some extent by paradigm uniformity pressures, are generally automatic; so too is the effect of word frequency which through repeated usage decreases attention that may result in assimilation, reduction, etc. Maintenance of distinctiveness, however, is essentially conscious, and thus psychologically based. Whereas the purpose of • This article is based on a paper read at the 12th World Congress of Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, July 29-August S, 1997, entitled "00 the 'centrality' of the vowel/a/ in Israeli Hebrew." I wish to thank two anonymous reviewers of Hebrew Studies, as well as Ora Schwarzwald and Roben Rothstein, for their useful comments. 1 Vowel length is not phonemic in Israeli Hebrew. Stress is word·fmal unless marked otherwise dissimilation is to maintain distinctions, and it is thus psychologically based, assimilation and reduction processes are driven by ease-of-articulation.
The following concrete examples illustrate these factors.
(i) In Black English, t or d is very likely to be elided at the end of a word when preceded by another consonant (preferably a sonorant), particularly when the next word begins with a consonant as well, as in sand castle, don't go, just now,/ast car.2 Its elision facilitates articulation. Also, don't, just, and/ast are frequent words, and sand cast/e,just now, and/ast car are frequent collocations. Frequent items, which promote casualness in the way they are produced, draw little attention to themselves, and consequently do not inhibit assimilation and reduction. At the same time, their high frequency also guarantees their recoverability (in comprehension) from the context even when reduced. It has also been pointed out that when d/t manifests the past tense morpheme, as in burned coal or work [t] very hard, speakers are less likely to elide it, since it marks the past tense, distinguishing between work and worked.3 This is a psychologically-based consideration.
(ii) The common colloquial tendency in Israeli Hebrew to merge the first person masculine singular future form with the third (m.sg.) person, as in ani adaber ito 'I will speak with him' > ani yedaber ito (cf., hu yedaber 'he will speak'), may be argued to stem from the expected tendency to align the first person future stem with the rest of the conjugation (the eCaCeC stem in this case, i.e., edaber). The merger unifies the future paradigm and thus simplifies it. The concomitant automatic insertion of y, resulting in the merger with yedaber 'he will speak,' is phonetically conditioned. It is hard to articulate a vowel sequence whose first member is i without a facilitating y glide in between. The change is due to an automatic, ease-of-articulation type of process. As a consequence of the changes, however, the presence of the first ~rson pronoun, ani 'I,' becomes obligatory in ani yedaber 'I will speak,' in order to distinguish the first person from the third. This is a psychologically-based development.
(iii) Either the CaCaC pattern (from historical CaC;C;aC, e.g., nagar 'carpenter,' tabax 'cook') or +an (e.g., kablan 'contractor,' xalilan 'flutist') can be used to designate agent nouns. Clark and Berman, and Bolozky, show that the latter is preferred in child as well as in adult neologisms. 4 The prominence of the suffix facilitates its association with the agent (or "performer," incorporating agents and instruments into a single category), as well as with agent attributes, for example, ragzan 'bad tempered person (N)' or 'bad tempered (Adj.). CaCaC from CaCiC/aC, however, is only associated with occupations, and is homonymous with other CaCaC patterns having nothing to do with occupations. This contributes to opacity. So the saliency of +an and its broad but well-defined semantic domain attract an innovator looking for a pattern in which to realize some agentive target meaning. The considerations involved are psychological. Thus, naturalness of segments or morphemes, and the degree to which they are expected as neutral, or 'default' realizations, depends on whether naturalness is characterized in terms of factors such as ease of articulation and possibly paradigmatic leveling and word frequency, manifest in essentially automatic processes, or at the phonologicaUpsychological domain, where distinctiveness, prominence, and other psychological considerations playa role.
ll. THE UNMARKED STATUS OF e AT THE PHONETIC LEVEL Phonetically, the vowel e, which incorporates what used to be biblical cere, segol, and Iva mobile, is the "minimal" vowel of Israeli Hebrewminimal in that it is the vowel most likely to split consonant clusters that are "impermissible" phonotactically, and the first to undergo elision facilitating "ease of pronunciation." Thus, from a purely phonetic point of view, it is unmarked. When an unpronounceable consonant cluster is liable to arise, e is automatically inserted to split it up, as in the cases of wanted and prodded in English:
(1) avad+ti 'I worked' > avadeti, savat+ti 'I was on strike' > lavateti.
The same happens when geminates are broken (the assumption that this e is epenthetic is based on pattern comparison):
noxexut 'presence,' holelut 'folly, hilarity,' cf. rokxut 'pharmacology.'
It occurs also when the elision of a vowel separating identical consonants is blocked (although reduction to e still takes place): Bolozky: Vowels a and e (3) xagag 'he celebrated' -xagega 'she celebrated' (cf. katav 'he wrote' ... katva 'she wrote'); kucac 'it was cut' -kucecu 'they were cut' (cf. Iupac 'it was overhauled' -Iupcu 'they were overhauled'); hitpalel 'he prayed' -hitpalela 'she prayed' (cf. hitlabel 'he got dressed' -hitiabia 'she got dressed').
e also prevents fonnation of clusters that would have violated the sonority hierarchy: In very fast or very casual speech, even the e separating between two identical consonants may be elided:
(8) 'od 10 raiti zalelan kaze 'I've never seen such a glutton' -od 10 raft; zallan kaze hi lateta laMl kosot 'she drank three cups' -i latta lalOl kosot hi xagega et yom ha-huIedet lela elmol 'she celebrated her birthday yesterday' -i xagga la yomuJedel lela etmOl
The tendency to elide such "minimal" vowels is phonetically natural. Stress and frequency facilitate reduction when the vowel is in an affix. a clitic. or a function word. Clitics. affixes, and most function words (shorter than three syllables) usually do not carry lexical stress. Whatever stress they bear is nonnally a consequence of their syntactic or morphological position. Since they are often unstressed, or the stress they carry can be shifted almost unnoticeably through changes in syllable configuration, it is easier to reduce the vowels within them_ Also. because of their frequency. they are easily recoverable from the residue of reduction. Optimality of consonant sequences also plays a role. There are universal preferences for the ordering of consonants within the syllable, as well as across syllable boundaries. Within a syllable, consonants must rise in sonority from the beginning of the onset towards the nucleus, and decline in sonority from the nucleus to the end of the coda. The sonority slope is not obligatory across syllable boundaries, but sequences that maintain it are favored: the "Contact Law" prefers syllable sequences in which the onset-initial consonant of the syllable is lower in sonority than the coda-fmal consonant of the preceding syllable. 7 Note the difference between the realizations of sret and klem in fast/casual speech: (9) The Contact Law can also be used to account for the application of edeletion the ha-yeladim > hayladim group above (I is less sonorous than y, etc.). Other phonological considerations, not directly relevant to this discussion, are involved.
e from cere, which is rarer, is not as readily available to elision! reduction. It cannot be elided, for instance, in (10) ha-Jerulfm 'the serviceslbathroom' -·Wrutfm; ha-terucfm 'the excuses' > ·hatrucfm.
Assuming syllable division that would have split the consonant sequence, that is, has-rutim, hat-rucim (though ha-srutim and ha-trucim would have been equally acceptable), Landau attributes the resistance of such e to elision to the Contact Law (r being more sonorous than t or 8).8 The Contact Law, however, cannot always account for maCeCa (with e from cere) not undergoing e-reduction when preceded by a vowel. Its deletion would create the configuration that the Contact Law defmes as non-optimal in some cases, for example, In other words, speakers may still require either reference to a former cere, or simply to two morphological patterns, CeCuC(+im) and maCeCa, which are immune to e-deletion. The latter is probably more realistic, since the former would require a more complicated phonology.9 When the item or collocation is sufficiently frequent, however, reduction of e from cere may occasionally apply in affixes, as to mevin 'understand' in (13) Note that the hypothesis requiring reference to specific miSkalim (rather than to ex-cere e) is supported by the fact that regardless of how frequent haserutim 'the services' or masexa 'mask' might be, their e never undergoes deletion. 12 In any event, ex-cere e's are marginal, and the few cases that are protected from reduction hardly affect the general "reducibility" of e.
i may be elided/reduced as well, particularly in affixes/clitics/function words, but to a lesser degree. In the verb, reduction occurs mostly in the future/imperative, but it may also apply in common c1itics: (15) Thus, e is a very likely choice for breaking impermissible clusters, and is easily elided in casual speech. i is also often elided in similar 9 Except for older non-native speakers. particularly those of Ashkenazi origin. who may still maintain the pronunciation of leyl for e from cere. Hi/til centralization is described in some detail by Bolozky, who argues that, while the hiCiC > heCiC and heCiC > hiCiC shifts. as in
exemplify analogy or paradigmatic leveling, the hisbir 'explained' > hesbir centralization is a phonetically motivated process. IS The fact that it does not affect a -*mesbir is impossible -constitutes another piece of evidence for the stability of a compared with e or i.
One might argue that automatic insertion is not limited to e. Where pattern similarity suggests there should have been a consonant cluster, and the first segment (or consonantal slot) in a cluster used to be a guttural, a process of a-insertion may be postulated, as in the following: My claim here, however, is that regularities involving a in the neighborhood of ex-gutturals have been morphologized in Israeli Hebrew, and that the a of fonns like so 'alim or avanim is either lexically acquired for each item, or is derived by a morphological (rather than phonetic) process. One may argue that such a is not less motivated phonetically than is the e of xagega 'she celebrated' or of yeladim 'children.' However, there is an important difference between e and a in these two apparently-similar groups. While the fonner may often be elided in fast/casual speech, as in xagega > xagga, hayeladim 'the children' > hayladim,16 the latter usually is not.loalim does not reduce to "'solim; haavanim 'the stones' never becomes "'havanim; haxasuvim does not reduce to "'haxsuvim, etc. If the first segment in a cluster is x, insertion is optional: the mefaxadim 'fear (m.pl.)' type does have a mefaxdim variant. But it results not from casual reduction, but rather from analogical restructuring as a regular fonn (cf. medabrim 'speak, (m.pl.)" since x is no longer a gutturalP Thus, when the same vowel is both the automatic default choice inserted to break clusters, and the first one to be elided when the environment (e.g., hayeladim 'the children' > hayladim) or the register (e.g., xagega 'she celebrated' > xagga) allows, it is clearly the phonetically "minimal" vowel in the language, and thus unmarked in the automatic phonetic sense.
III. THE UNMARKED STATUS OF a AT THE CONSCIOUS-PSYCHOLOGICAL DOMAIN
While e is the "minimal" vowel of Israeli Hebrew, a is the most prominent one at the conscious-psychological domain.
(i) It is the most sonorant vowel of the five. Since the mouth is wide open, and little obstruction is involved, minimal energy is expended on production, and maximal volume of sound comes out.
(H) In the phonological system of Israeli Hebrew there· are two high vowels, two mid ones, and only one low vowel, a. Although phonetically, a is probably sort-of mid-to-back, it is the only low vowel in the system, and if considered back, it is the only non-round back vowel. Regardless of how one looks at it, it is the least marked vowel phonologically within the fivevowel system.
(iii) a can be shown, by means of vowel counts like N. Plada's, to be the most frequent vowel in Modem Hebrew, and thus could be regarded as "statistically unmarked."18 Plada's analysis was based on an early frequency list, normalized so as to also account for construct state forms, with 150,000 words surveyed, incorporating 586,827 phonetic segments (vowels as well as consonants).19 A pilot study reported on by Bolozky, intended to check whether Plada's conclusions still hold today, examined a small written corpus of mixed registers, containing 6,159 vowels. 2o Below are the respective findings, in percentages (of the total number of vowels in each survey/sample): (27) Although more comprehensive updated counts need to be conducted. including recorded spoken samples, it is very unlikely that the distribution of vowels today is any different. Even if the ratios of other vowels have shifted. a is still as prominent and as frequent today as it was thirty years ago. Note that a distinction is drawn between the frequency of words (or formatives) and of individual phonemes. Word frequency. or formative frequency-frequency of clitics or other morphemes-is regarded here as a cause of decrease in attention, resulting in increased assimilation and reduction characteristic of the more casual registers. Reduction is tolerated in meaningful frequent items, since their frequency makes them easy to recover even in reduced form. Phoneme frequency. however, has nQthing to do with casualness and consequent reduction; it merely increases the general prominence of frequently occurring segments. Thus, the combination of inherent sonority. position within the fivevowel system, and statistical predominance makes a the most prominent vowel in Israeli Hebrew. As such, it is the vowel chosen, at the consciouspsychological domain. as the default vowel in acronym formation.
IV. THE UNMARKED STATUS OF a AS MANIFEST IN ACRONYM

FORMATION
Pronounceable acronyms, e.g., NATO. RADAR in English, require vowels to make them pronounceable. So why do those who form them in Hebrew rarely use the phonetically-minimal vowel? Had e been the unmarked vowel at the level of morphological formation. it would have been the conscious choice for acronyms as well. Below is description of the major classes of acronyms found in Israeli Hebrew.
Ravid presents a general classification of Israeli Hebrew acronyms, as well as a model that will more or less predict what acronym-formation device will be chosen. 21 Nir classifies acronyms by the canonical discontinuous word formation pattern (miIkal) to which they seem to belong, and points to the compound-blend-acronym continuum. 22 Two types described by both are irrelevant to this discussion: orthographic acronyms, such as WWII in English. that are never pronounced as such, and are read always Bolozky: Vowels a and e "in full";23 and letter acronyms, such as MP in English, in which the full name of each letter is pronounced. 24 A third type, existing word acronyms, deliberately seeks to form sequences that correspond to existing "catchy" or "relevant" words (cf. Being quite sophisticated and clearly intentional, this last subclass is relatively marginal, and does not reflect natural or spontaneous neologizing processes. At the same time, it does illustrate the conscious nature of acronym formation.
The major, most productive, acronym-forming device is what Ravid refers to as "root acronyms," where word-initial consonants or consonant sequences are treated as root radicals, and realized as pronounceable acronyms in milkalim (discontinuous canonical patterns), some of them in the segolate patterns CeCeC or C6CeC: ' and CaCuC for SaKUM 'silverware (= knife, spoon, fork),. Bat-EI suggests that the majority acronym group, which contain only a, may be derived from an (a, a) vocalic pattern (i.e., a sort of milkal), through a mechanism based on syllable structure constraints and other principles, regardless of how many consonants are involved, in the same way that similar reduplicated forms are generated. 28 a-acronyms, however, do not have to involve a milkal. They may be generated by some semi-linear derivation process, be it the mechanism proposed by Bat-El or some variant of it, that does not require reference to a milkal. 29 After the consonants have been selected, based on a variety of considerations, and the minor miJkalim (segolate and others) have been identified, default ainsertion applies to all remaining cases, an overwhelming majority.3 o The insertion of a applies in a manner that makes the sequence pronounceable, while optimizing the syllabic structure of the output along principles suggested by Bat-El. Her system will generate all of these a-acronyms, from triliteral to five-consonant ones.
Regardless of the mechanism involved, it is clear that a is the unmarked vowel in acronym formation. A comprehensive survey is required to confirm this observation statistically. Merely counting acronyms listed in dictionaries will not suffice because of the unavailability of current frequency ranking, and because dictionaries tend to mostly contain unpronounceable orthographic acronyms, many of them going back to rabbinic literature. Some tentative data, however, may be derived from one list that is readily available. The 1983 supplement to Even-Shoshan's (1970) Grand Total Vowels 700 100%
To the extent that a dictionary listing is reliable, the 1983 supplement to Even-Shoshan (1970) demonstrates clearly the predominance of a in pronounceable acronyms. There is little doubt, then, that when speakers form acronyms, they consciously select the a vowel as their "default" realization. This points clearly to its being the unmarked vowel for conscious, psychologically based vowel choice. a is selected because of its prominence, as manifested by its unmarked status in the five-vowel system, in its sonority, and in its statistical prominence throughout the language owing to the conflation of what used to be palax, kamac, and xala/-palax.
V. Possible Implication to the Teaching of Hebrew
As in the writing systems of other Semitic languages, Hebrew orthography represents only some of its vowels. Naturally, this presents no problem for native speakers, but at the initial stage, learners of Hebrew as a foreign language find it difficult. Instructors may, of course, use the vowel marks developed originally by the Masoretic scholars to control correct reading of the Bible, a system still used in poetry and in children's books. Since, however, the instructional goal is to bring learners to a reasonable proficiency in reading normal, unvocalized Hebrew texts, excessive dependence on vowel marks might create a dependency, making it very difficult to cross from vocalized to unvocalized texts. Thus, most instructors tend to avoid this dependency to start with and accustom their students to unvocalized text from the very beginning. The question is whether or not partial marking of unrepresented vowels can be selectively employed at the initial instructional phase. Even if that option is ruled out, for the pedagogical reason stated above, partial marking can still be used for glossaries and cumulative dictionaries.3 2 Clearly, the vowels i,o and u do not constitute a serious problem, since the consonantal symbols for y and w have traditionally been used for vowel representation as well, albeit not consistently. Even in the Hebrew Bible, yod, the symbol for y, may be also used for i, and waw, the symbol for w, for either u or 0, although one cannot predict whether the symbol would or would not be used for any particular occurrence. So maximizing the use of the rnalres leetionis, with a dot distinguishing u from 0, could be helpful at the initial instructional stage (or at least in glossaries/dictionaries). Since the Hebrew Language Academy sanctions u and 0 representation by waw essentially everywhere in plene writing, and i by yod in open syllables (as well as in some closed ones where i is not predictable owing to low pattern frequency), this practice is not likely to be contradicted by what students find in authentic texts they see outside of the classroom. But what about a and e?
One way of dealing with the representation of these two vowels is proposed by Bolozky, whose suggestion is based on the unmarked status of a.3 3
If instructors wished to introduce beginning students of Hebrew to the idea of a syllabary so that they understand that a non-final consonant is likely to be a CV sequence, s/he could mark texts for e and for a quiescent swa and instruct students to assume that unless a non-final consonant is marked for e or for zero (by a swa), it should be read as Ca. If a (zero) Swa is hard to 32 As proficient as students may become, glossaries and cumulative dictionaries would always require at least minimal vowel marking. 33 S. Bolozky, " 'AI simun /ro·lnu'ol ..• " pronounce, it should be read as e, which would occur naturally in a twoswa sequence, as well as in a syllabic onset or coda, when the sonority hierarchy is violated (yeladim, levana,f£lem, hireel) . The instruction to "pronounce an unpronounceable zero swa as e" is linear, following the progress of reading. Thus, in the case of ~"19~r.t /tilmdu/, for instance, the first swa is read as zero, resulting in til; since the one under the mem is unpronounceable as zero, m is realized as me, just as the y in /yladim/ becomes yeo The only "generalizations" the student needs to remember, then, are that the lwa is zero, and that any unmarked, non-final consonant is pronounced Ca. Thus, one captures the high likelihood of a non-fmal consonant being followed by a, as well as the dual role of the .fwa as a zero vowel as well as e. Note Since statistically about 50% of all consonant occurrences that are not followed by matres le~tionis make an Ca syllable, automatic assignment of a as the "default" vowel will provide for the most economical representation.
VI. CONCLUSION It has been shown that while e is the unmarked vowel in Israeli Hebrew from an automatic-phonetic point of view, the high sonority of a, its unmarked position in the five-vowel system of Hebrew, and its statistical dominance, make it prominent enough to constitute the unmarked vowel at the conscious psychological level, and thus the default choice in acronym formation. Its unmarked status can also serve a practical purpose in teaching beginning students how to read, or at least in making vowel representation in glossaries and dictionaries more efficient.
